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Millimeter-Wave Holographic Imaging Algorithm
with Amplitude Corrections
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Abstract—Security detection is becoming extremely important with the growing threat of terrorism
in recent years. An eﬀective millimeter-wave (mmw) holographic imaging system is presented in this
paper, which can be applied in nondestructive detection such as security detection in airport or other
public locations. The imaging algorithm is an extension of the work before as it takes the decay of the
amplitude with range into account. The experiment result of an imaging system working at 28–33 GHz
frequencies indicates good quality of the algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Passenger screening is becoming extremely important with the growing threat of terrorism in recent
years [1–8]. Millimeter-wave imaging plays a signiﬁcant role in passenger screening because it is more
eﬀective and safe than other methods of security detection such as metal detector and X-ray scanner.
Moreover, millimeter-wave imaging combines the advantages of both optical and microwave systems,
high resolution of optical imaging due to the short wavelength and the penetration through most clothing
of microwave imaging. In addition, the holographic techniques can be easier to achieve in mmw band
than optic-wave as we can get the amplitude and phase of the mmw signal simply.
Millimeter wave imaging can be categorized into passive imaging systems and active imaging
systems. There is no illuminating source in passive system [9–11]. It works through recording the
intensity of objects. Diﬀerent electromagnetic strengths are emitted due to the diﬀerent temperatures,
thus scattering information of the target can be obtained. On the other hand, active system transmits
mmw signals and receives them reﬂected by the objects [12–14]. Then the signals are interfered with
the transmitting ones, thus both amplitude and phase can be documented.
Because of the advantages of the mmw imaging systems, plenty of positive multi-frequency systems
have been designed. Scientists in PNNL translated the holographic algorithm using in far ﬁeld into
near ﬁeld and got excellent imaging result several years ago. L-3 Communication Company has turned
this technique to real product applied in personal security detection. People need to stand about 50 cm
away from the scanner when they are screened, which causes that the range distance can be very long
since we need two sides of the scanner to obtain information from both the front and back.
Considering all above into account, we present an improved holographic algorithm and realize it as
a practical mmw body scanner which can be used in security detection. It is diﬀerent from the systems
presented before. Not only phase but also the amplitude of the signal is delicately dealt with since it
has a great inﬂuence on the imaging result when the target is close to the scanning plane.
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2. IMAGING ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig. 1, assuming that the reﬂection coeﬃcient of the target at point (x, y, z) is g(x, y, z)
and the scanning plane placed at position z = Zs , the signal obtained at point (x , y  , Zs ) is shown
in Equation (1), where k = ω/c and ω is the angular frequency, c the light speed. Here we take the
amplitude decay with range into account as the intensity information is important to reconstructing the
image when the target is very close to the scanning aperture. More speciﬁcally, the signal will decay
with the spreading distance increased. The decay caused by diﬀerent points can be treated the same as
when the target is far from the scanning aperture and can be neglected, while it should be considered
when the target is close to the transceiver. So the signal g(x, y, z) here is divided by a denominator
((x − x )2 + (y − y  )2 + (z − z  )2 )2 . The denominator means the decay of the amplitude of the signal
after round trip between the antenna and target point. Please pay attention to the diﬀerence between
the primed and unprimed coordinates. The primed ones take scanning plane as a reference while the
unprimed ones are located in the target ﬁeld.

Figure 1. Holographic imaging system conﬁguration.
f (x , y  , ω) =



g(x, y, z)
x )2 +(y

((x −
− y  )2 +(z − Z s )2 )2



× exp −2jk (x − x )2 + (y − y  )2 + (z − Zs )2 dxdydz

(1)

According to the optical knowledge, a sphere wave from one point can be decomposed into inﬁnite
plane waves from the same point, which is shown in Equation (2). Then we deal the extra amplitude
decay information with Taylor series expansion and truncate it appropriately. After doing all above, we
put all the primed symbols out of integration and rearrange to yield Equation (3).



exp −2jk (x − x )2 + (y − y  )2 + (z − Zs )2

(2)
=
exp(−jk x (x − x ) − jk y (y − y  ) − jk z  (z − Zs ))dk x dk y
−1
[M (x , y  ) × G(kx , ky , kz ) exp(jkz Zs )]
f (x , y  , ω) = F T2D

(3)
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where M (x , y  ) = (x 2 +y  2 +Z 2s +4x + 4y  + 4Z s )/(x 2 +y  2 +Z 2s )3 , G(kx, ky, kz) is the three-dimension
Fourier transform of g(x, y, z). When we calculate the Taylor series of the amplitude terms, the slow
changes of x, y, z in M (x , y  ) compared to other items are neglected because they will have little
inﬂuence on image reconstruction. Finally, we replace the primed variables with unprimed ones and get
the image reconstruction Equation (4).




−1
F T2D [f (x, y, ω)]/M (x, y) × exp −jZs 4(ω/c)2 − kx2 − ky2
(4)
g(x, y, z) = F T3D
In other words, image of the target g(x, y, z) can be calculated through the signal f (x, y, ω) that we
received at the scanning plane. Here we replace kz with the square according to the principle of
kx2 +k2y +k2z = (2k)2 = 4(ω/c)2 .
F T and F T −1 here mean the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, respectively. F T2D
and F T3D mean two- and three-dimension Fourier transforms, respectively.
3. IMAGING SYSTEM
We produce an imaging system to verify the algorithm presented above. The outline of the mmw
holographic imaging system is introduced as follows. Taking the scanning time and the cost of the
system into account, we choose to scan a line of transmit and receive antennas array row by row. A
diagram of the imaging system is shown in Fig. 2. This system can reconstruct three dimension (3D) image of the target as wideband frequency signals are recorded. Two levels of SP8T switches are
adopted to achieve a row of 64 T/R units.

Figure 2. Diagram of the wideband mmw imaging system.
We document both the in-phase and quadrature signals (called I and Q respectively) after mixing
the receiving signals with the transmitting ones from mmw oscillators, i.e., both amplitude and phase
can be obtained.
According to the diagram, an imaging system is successfully realized in our lab. A prototype of the
system is shown in Fig. 3. The distance between antenna elements is chosen to be 6 mm which is a little
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Figure 3. The prototype of the wideband mmw imaging system.

larger than half the wavelength 5 mm (ideal distance between elements), since the beam of the antenna
is not inﬁnite. Size of the scanning aperture is 76.2 cm ∗ 220 cm, and the scanning time is less than 2 s.
There are totally 128 ∗ 380 pixels in the imaging result. The holographic imaging system works at a
wide frequency band which is 5 GHz, from 28 GHz to 33 GHz.
4. IMAGING RESULT
With the system introduced before, simulation has been implemented. The result proves great
performance of the holographic imaging algorithm.
Figure 4 shows diﬀerent reconstruction results of the ideal point placed 30 cm away from the
scanning aperture using (b) traditional [15] and (a) improved algorithm that we present in this paper,
respectively.
As shown in the simulation results, the reconstruct image of the ideal point with improved algorithm
presented in this paper decreases the side lobe compared with the traditional one.
The following imaging results of diﬀerent targets carried by diﬀerent persons are obtained with the
system mentioned above, and the person with targets stands 30 cm away from the transceiver antenna.
Figure 5 shows a metal toy gun with taped outside, a bottle of water and a cellphone which are
our model targets. Fig. 6 shows (a) the optical and reconstructed image of a person with the gun in
his pant pocket and a bottle of water in his hands, and (b) the optical and reconstructed image of a
person with a cell phone in a pant pocket and a bottle of water in the other pocket. Fig. 7 shows the
comparison of the reconstructed imaging results applying the algorithm with traditional and improved
algorithms.
All the imaging results posted above are the front view of the model because we only put the targets
in the front of the models. Results in Fig. 6 show great performance of our algorithm and the holographic
imaging system. As shown in Fig. 7, when the target is close to the scanning aperture, obviously, the
reconstructed image with improved algorithm gives a better performance since it is considered that the
amplitude decay varies greatly between diﬀerent transceiver points and target points. That is to say
the decrease of side lobe of the point gives better imaging result which we can see from the comparison
between the reconstruction images using traditional algorithm and the one that we present.
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Figure 4. Results of ideal point using (b) traditional and (a) improved algorithm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) A taped metal toy gun, (b) a bottle of water, (c) a cellphone.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Imaging result of a man with a gun and a bottle of water, (b) imaging result of a person
with cell phone and a bottle of water.
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(a)
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(c)

Figure 7. Comparisons of the (a) optical images reconstruct imaging results applying the algorithm
with (c) improved and (b) traditional the corrections presented in this article.

We may notice that this algorithm will decrease the side lobe of the point, however, also cause
worse spread of the ideal point, which is a problem that we need to solve next.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a high resolution wide-band millimeter-wave active imaging system is implemented. The
working frequency band of this system is from 28 GHz to 33 GHz. The imaging results of diﬀerent
persons with several targets are presented. Improvements of the algorithm compared with the original
one are obvious, which indicates that our system and algorithm are feasible and eﬀective. However,
there are also some drawbacks in the imaging system, which only gives the outline of the target without
the material chemical properties. So the indicator can only rely on the shape of the target to distinguish
if the object is safe or not. Auto target detection should be added in the future.
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